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Photo opportunity of the Month
Tree Trunk Hives
Hollowed-out tree trunks were one of the
earlier types of bee hive. In the USA they
were called ‘Gums’ because they were
often made from the black gum trees.
Both hives featured this month are true
working hives - the one on the right is
from Germany.
In eastern Europe they are reviving the
ancient craft of ‘tree bee keeping’ - click
here for more information. Tree hollows
were widely used in central Europe, and
in Poland they were called ‘barc’.
Got an unusual, topical, or interesting bee related image that
could be featured here?
Please send it to the editors today!

Dates for your Diary
Date

Event / Description

Venue / Contact

Dec, Thurs 1st

Dorking Gala Night: Pop-Up-Shop (18:00 - 20:30)
Promoting RBKA, Beekeeping and Honey Sales

Dorking High Street
Alan Berridge

Dec, Sat 3rd

School Craft Fair: Pop-Up-Shop (12:00 - 16:00)
Promoting RBKA, Beekeeping and Honey Sales

Reigate Priory Gym
R Bradfield/A Berridge

Dec, Wed 7th

Monthly Winter Meeting (19:30 - 21:00)
Talk by Geoff Blay about Henfold Honey

Woodhatch Centre
Andrew Buchanan

Dec, Sun 11th

Craft Foods Fair: Pop-Up-Shop (11:00 - 16:00)
Promoting RBKA, Beekeeping and Honey Sales

Surrey Oaks, N’digate
K Wray / A Berridge

Dec, 16 & 17th

Leatherhead Christmas Fair ( 09:30 - 17:30)
Promoting RBKA, Beekeeping and Honey Sales

L’hd Swan Centre
Alan Berridge

Jan, Wed 4th

Monthly Winter Meeting (19:30 - 21:00)
Talk by Celia Rudland about Honey Bee Communication

Woodhatch Centre
Andrew Buchanan

Jan, Mon 9th

Winter Beginners Courses starts (19:30 - 21:30)
First of 10 weekly sessions, presented by David Rudland

Woodhatch Centre
Gill Simpson

Jan,11th18th25th

Microscopy Course (20:00 - 22:00)
7th 8th & 9th of 10 sessions presented by Adam Leitch

Henfold Pavilion
Celia Perry

Feb, Wed 1st

Monthly Winter Meeting (19:30 - 21:00)
Talk by Adam Leitch about Bee Anatomy

Woodhatch Centre
Andrew Buchanan

Feb, Sat 4th

Spring Lunch (12:00 - 15:00)
Social get together and a great meal.

Grumpy Mole Brockham

More dates?

The Members website has the full year’s Diary Dates

Click Here

Comments about and contributions for publication in

Andrew Buchanan

will be welcomed by the editors.

For inclusion in an edition, contributions are required by the 25th of the preceding month.
All photos Reigate BeeNews copyright - unless otherwise stated
Bee Hives Photo - pinterest.com
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Please consider the environment before printing

Editorial
Winter Draws On
Finally ... Winter has arrived.
Forecasts for the Reigate area suggest that we are in for single figure (°C) daytime temperatures
for the duration of December. Night time temperatures may recover slightly from the sub-zero
start, to be only a few degrees above freezing, and there is a high risk of rain or snow during
many days. Brrrrrrrrrrrrrr.
We do hope you have already got your bees securely tucked up and well provisioned. But do
please also check out the ‘December in Your Apiary’ and the ‘December Tips Checklist’
posts on the website for prompts and guidance about what could, should and needs to be done
to help enable your bees to emerge next spring in good shape.
Spare a thought also, in these seasonal yet perhaps now unfamiliar chillier times, for the band
of RBKA Pop-Up-Shop marketeers led by Alan Berridge. They have embarked upon a
programme of attending local Christmas Markets and Fares, some of which may be near you …
with some out-of-doors. On offer to an eager public will be Honey products, not just from RBKA’s
apiaries, but also from a number of Members own apiaries. A diversity of formats, hive locations
and labelling ensures an attractive and appealing display. So if you have not already done so,
and you have some honey ‘fit for sale’; please do contact Alan and check out the Pop-Up-Shop
blog for details of where the team will be during December. The inaugural event on the 25th
November was a great success, selling over 40 lbs of honey from 8 Members and 3 RBKA
apiaries, as well as promoting Reigate Beekeepers of course.
During the next couple of months, we hope to be bringing you information about the Training
plans for 2017. Currently being hatched jointly by Mike Hill and Andrew Cornwall, word is
that there will be structured Beginners, Basic AND Improvers programmes running during the
Summer. Something for everyone.
Which then just remains for us to thank you for reading our efforts and to offer you and your
bees our Seasons Greetings.
Richard & Graham
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Our website is updated much more regularly than this monthly
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Members News
Comings and Goings at the AGM

by Andrew Buchanan

Phil Elwell, who is standing down from the post
of Quartermaster to give himself more time to
participate in the practical beekeeping sessions.
Perhaps the main event in November 2016 for
Many thanks are due to Phil for his efforts and
RBKA was our own Annual General Meeting.
enthusiasm. Yours Truly will, hopefully in the
This began with my announcement that
short term, take over this responsibility again.
Malcolm Broatch was unable to attend the
meeting and that he wished to retire from the Mike Hill, after some years, has stepped aside
Presidency with immediate effect.
from the post of Membership Secretary. A big
Malcolm joined RBKA as a young man just after
thanks you to Mike. We also thank Sue Hickson
the end of the Second World War and has been
for taking up this important role.
very committed to our Association throughout
his membership. Having done much to bring Joining the Committee on a formal basis was
RBKA and beekeeping to the notice of the public Simon Ford, who was co-opted earlier in the
and holding most of the organisational posts, 2015/16 year. In addition to being Apiary
Malcolm was elected President in 2002. The Manager at Henfold Copse together with his
advice, enthusiasm, and encouragement he has wife Karen, Simon has accepted the vacant role
given have all been profound and very much of Apiary Coordinator, to bring the different
appreciated. RBKA as an Association, as well activities within each apiary into a harmonious
as many individual members, have all benefited and efficient relationship.
from his mentoring and are indebted to Congratulations to all those who won trophies
Malcolm. We hope that he and Mary, his wife, from the Honey Show and to those who have
will be able to continue attending as many of been awarded Certificates for successful BBKA
our events as possible.
Assessments. Also to Andrew Bogey and
Chris
Peers who won trophies at the National
In recognition of Malcolm's contribution, the
Committee had bestowed an Honorary Life Honey Show.
Membership upon him and a copy of Eva
Crane's ‘The World History of Beekeeping and
Honey Hunting’ will be presented to him. All
those who attended the AGM signed the book.
In view of this, the meeting was without a
Chairman and so the Agenda item of Election
of President was brought forward. Mike Hill
one of our Vice Presidents, a long serving Past
Chairman and very experienced beekeeper,
was nominated. The vote was unanimous and
Mike then took over the Chairmanship of the
meeting as our new President.
Other members relinquishing posts were:

I am very pleased to report that a Microscopy
Course, organized by Adam Leitch and Celia
Perry, is being held over several Wednesday
evenings across the winter months at Henfold
Copse. Now that heating has been installed in
the main hall of the Pavilion I trust that all
visitors will find it a cosy and inviting venue in
winter.
The Winter Meeting on Wednesday 7th
December is to be addressed by Geoff Blay
who will tell all about his analysis of the honey
made by our bees at Henfold Copse.
Lastly, a heads up for the 2017 Spring Lunch,
which by popular demand, will again be held at
The Grumpy Mole, Brockham Green
Saturday 4th February.
Make a note in your diary and stand-by for
details on the Members Website and in the
coming Newsletters.

Maggie Minter, who has masterminded RBKA's
Annual Honey Show for the past 5 years or so.
Each show was imaginative, emphasized
different aspects of beekeeping, filled with very
informative displays and was most enjoyable.
All shows were awarded the prestigious Blue
Ribbon for attracting over 100 items of honey Wishing everyone a Very Merry Christmas
related products for inspection by the judge. and Happy New Year.
Appreciation of Maggie's efforts was marked by
Andrew Buchanan
a presentation of a beautifully illustrated book
01306
712773
07879 552582
on Pollen. Richard Bradfield has kindly
andrewb38@btinternet.com
volunteered to take over the management of
22nd November 2016
the 2017 Honey Show.
All photos Reigate BeeNews copyright - unless otherwise stated
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Events News
Surrey BKA 138th AGM

Report

Hosted by Wimbledon Division, the AGM was held at the Tooting & Mitcham Sports Centre,
Chaired by SBKA President Tim Lovett, on Saturday 26th November. AGM Documents here.
Sandra Rickwood, SBKA’s long standing Secretary was standing down from the position, to
be taken up by Julie Hogarth, and Deborah Ware returns to the vacant role of Archivist.
There were no other changes of Officers. Derrick Read was standing as Croydon
Trustee (replacing Mark Stott), the Epsom Trustee role remains vacant, and the
BeeCraft Representative nominee was Liz Knee (replacing Penny McMahoon). All
standing and new Officers, Trustees & Representatives were elected unanimously.
Attendees were then treated to a talk & presentation by James C Makinson,
describing radar tracking analysis of foraging and drone bee flight paths.
Sandra (pictured) was presented by Bob Maurer with a Beekeeping book, bouquet,
a splendid cake and a champagne toast in grateful thanks for many years of
dedication to SBKA … all followed by a buffet. Many thanks to Wimbledon Division.

Reigate Beekeepers Division AGM and Awards Presentations
The ‘Chairman’s Chat’ this month provides a
comprehensive summary of proceedings; and
all Officers Reports submitted and available,
were accepted as published without question.

Report

Election of Officers
All Divisional Officers, Committee Members,
Representatives and Trustee’s standing were
duly elected…

Andrew Buchanan concluded his address
about outgoing President by announcing the
committee had agreed to confer Honarary
Membership upon Malcolm Broatch.

President:
Mike Hill
Chairman:
Andrew Buchanan
Vice Chairman:
no appointment
Hon. Secretary:
Gill Simpson
Vince Gallo
Which really only leaves a few words to add Hon. Treasurer:
Mike Bensley
summarising the report from our Treasurer, Hon. Auditor:
and an overview of the make-up of the newly Committee Members:
elected Committee and Representitives.
Richard Bradfield, Simon Ford,
Treasurers Report
Sue Hickson, Bob Maurer & Mike Hill.
Vince Gallo presented the accounts for the
year ended 30th Sept. 2016, printed copies of
which had been circulated at the meeting.
The Income and Expenditure Account for the
year was showing a healthy surplus of £7,189.
A significant allowance for Depreciation was
due to the increased assets RBKA now held.
An absence of Gift Aid refunds for the year was
noted by Janet Jones, and the meeting was
assured that the 2015/16 refunds claimed
would appear in the 2016/17 accounts.
An increase in swarm collection donations to
£2,735 was highlighted. Andrew Boagey
asked if there were standard charges for
swarm collection, to which Vince explained
that was up to the swarm collector to suggest
a donation in conversation with the property
owner and that individual donations are
typically between £10 and £50.
The accounts, audited and agreed by Mike
Bensley, were adopted by the meeting.
All photos Reigate BeeNews copyright - unless otherwise stated

SBKA Representative:
Celia Perry
SBKA Trustee Nominee: Andrew Buchanan
Surrey Show Committee Rep.: Bob Maurer

Honey Show & BBKA Exam Awards
Presented by President, Mike Hill (next page)

Andrew’s Other Business
Andrew Buchanan reported that the Pavilion
at Henfold Apiary was now complete and
functional. Only minor items now needed to be
added, such as an extractor fan in the kitchen.
There does remain much work to be done at all
the club apiaries, by any members with the
time and inclination to provide some help.
Volunteers are also required to run RBKA
stands at summer shows and fetes. If you
would like to help, please speak to Mike Hill,
your assistance would be much appreciated.
(Please note, these are not formal Minutes of the AGM)
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Trophies and Certificates Presented by our newly appointed President, Mike Hill.

Honey Show Trophies
Trophy winners at Reigate Beekeepers 2016 Honey Show received their silverware:
Maggie Minter,
receiving the Reigate Cup
for ‘Most Points in Show’ and
the Redhill Cup for Class
20/21 - Mead.

Jonathan Sainsbury,
receiving the W-J Cup for
Class 4, Crystallised/Soft Set
Honey.

Chris Peers,
receiving the Tanner Cup for
Class 1/2 - Light/Medium
Honey and the Locket Bowl
for Class 15 - A Group of
Products.

Andrew Buchanan,
receiving the Bramshaw Cup
for Class 10 - A Comb for
Extraction.

Katherine Wray,
receiving the Novices Skep
for Class 5 - Novices Honey

Sue Moore,
receiving the Geoff Lewis
Plate for Class 12 - A Honey
Cake.

Andrew Boagey,
receiving the J.M.B Cup for
Class 6 - Two Containers of
Cut Comb.

Jenny Macdonald,
receiving the Buchanhan
Cup
for
‘Most
Points,
Children's Classes 23-25’.

BBKA Basic Assessment Certificates
Certificates & Badges were presented to 5 of the 9 members awarded ‘The Basic’ this year, and
to one member from two years ago. Pictured below, from left to right are ……
Sarah
Macdonald

Jenny
Macdonald

Richard
Bradfield

Jim
Tadd

Jonathan
Sainsbury

Pete
Scroggs

At a future opportunity, Basic Certificates will be presented to Fiona Scott, Sophie Turner
and Andrew Carne, who were absent from the AGM.

BBKA Module and Advanced Certificates

Alan
Berridge
For Module 5

All photos Reigate BeeNews copyright - unless otherwise stated

Andrew
Cornwall
for Modules
2,3, 6 and the
Intermediate
Qualification
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Module 1,2,3,5,7, Intermediate
& General Husbandry Certificates
for Geoff Blay, were collected on
his behalf by Richard Woodhouse.
Module 1,2,3,5,7 & Intermediate
Certificates for Vanessa Jones
will be presented at a future
opportunity.

New Beekeeping Experiences
Kew Gardens Bee Hive
the stick into one of the slots on the posts sited
below the hive and holding the other end with
your teeth (yes, you read correctly), you can
‘hear’ one of four types of vibrations caused by
the bees as they communicate inside a hive.
‘The Hive’ at Kew Gardens. Originally
These vibrations conduct the activity through
commissioned by the Government, created by
the bones in your head not your eardrums !
artist Wolfgang Buttress, and manufactured in
Yorkshire. This multi-sensory installation The four types of noise are:
formed the centrepiece of the UK Pavillion at 1. Begging – where one bee is requesting food
the Milan Expo in 2015 whose theme was
from another.
feeding the planet. It has now been relocated 2. The waggle dance.
to Kew Gardens where their scientists and 3. A tooting queen as she emerges from her
horticulturalists are exploring the worrying
queen cell.
decline of bee populations, along with 4. Tooting and quacking – a vocal exchange
investigating the relationship between plants
between two queens sizing up each other.
and their pollinators.
The accelerometers placed in the beehive
As you walk along the newly designed measure the energy of the colony and convert
broadwalk the hive reveals itself: standing 17 this into digital signals which trigger lights and
metres tall, weighing in at 40 tonnes and sounds that are experienced in the top level.
initially not appearing to be solid at all, but
semi-translucent and almost like a meccano A gentle walk around the hive brings you to the
set. More detailed observation reveals the top level where by crossing the bridge you enter
outline of a traditional skep complete with its into what feels like a protected area despite
having no solid wall.
colony of inhabitants swarming around.
The following article by Carol Johnson-Firth of
Harrogate & Ripon BKA reminds one of your
editors of a beautiful sunny day visit in
September to a special hive.

Visitors move at a slower rate, speech volumes
drop, and some sit on the glass floor observing
what is happening below – others photograph.
LED lights twinkling. There is a low intensity
hum, the specially recorded ambient music at
its core, the sound of the bees under the
premise that honeybees hum in the key of c.

On even closer inspection you can see that the
hive is suspended on metal legs cosseted by a
semi-circular wild flower bank and accessible
on two levels. At the base level you can look
up through the entire 170,000 piece aluminium
and glass structure complete with 891 LEDs
which independently illuminate, determined by
the activity of one of four hives of bees
(regularly changed) placed approximately 450
metres away These have had which have had Was it worth the visit ?
‘accelerometers’ installed by Martin Bencsik
from Nottingham Trent University who is Absolutely: it is a special place, and a magical
experience. Visitors are intrigued, amazed and
researching honey bee communication.
inspired. The Gardens also have a ‘Pollination
On the base level visitors can make use of the Trail’ which explores the relationship between
wooden ‘coffee sticks’ provided, and by placing bees and plants.
All photos Reigate BeeNews copyright - unless otherwise stated
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Photographs - standard.co.uk / justbeedrinks.co.uk

Notice Board

(click the

SPRING LUNCH

Surrey Bee Day

Saturday 4th
February 2017
12:15 for 1.00pm
at
The Grumpy Mole
Brockham Green

Saturday 18th February 2017
Registration 9:30 am, Start 10 am - Close 5 pm
Cobham Village Hall, Lushington Drive, Cobham KT11 2LU

Speakers
● Tony Harris - ‘Botany for Beekeepers’
● George Clouston - ‘Arnia, Benefits to Beekeepers’

Join fellow members and friends of
RBKA for a great meal together
whlst maybe reflecting upon the last
summer’s beekeeping, and even
daring to contemplate what 2017
may bring.
Menu options and booking forms,
with menu selection, will be
available shortly on the Members
website and will accompany the
January BeeNews.
Put the date in your diary
NOW.

to also find it and more on our website)

● Elli Leadbeater’s Team - ‘Research at RHUL’
including:
● Callum Martin - ‘Are commercial bumblebees
needed for strawberry pollination in the UK?’
● Emily Bailes - ‘Flower margins on farmland, a
beneficial resource or a hotbed of disease?’
● Fabio Manfredini - ‘Understanding the dance
language of honey bees’.
● Mike & Julie Axford - ‘Branding Your Product’
Tickets £24 including lunch
Reservations: email Sandra Rickwood rickwoodsbka@gmail.com
or telephone Joan Johnson 01932 873275.
Payment online to CAF Bank, Surrey Beekeepers Association,
Sort code 40 52 40, account number, 00009321.
Please use reference SBD12
or
Post to Mrs. S Rickwood, 19 Kenwood Drive Walton on Thames
KT12 5AU Cheques payable to ‘Surrey Beekeepers Association’

An Invitation to attend a
Meeting and Get Together of

Guildford Division’s Queen and
Drone Group for screenings of
NHS Honeybee Lectures
On Saturday 3rd December, 2016
From 10.00hrs to 16.00hrs
At Room 8, Surrey Technology Centre
40 Ocean Road, University of Surrey Research Park,
Guildford GU 2 7YG
Open to SBKA BBKA members in space available.
10.00hrs
11.00hrs
12.30hrs
13.30hrs
14.30hrs

Paxton’s “… Evolution…” [58min] NHS 2013
Ellis’
“… Biology …“ [51min] NHS 2014
to 13.30hrs Lunch Break. (Possible repeats)
Delany’s “… Genetics …” [44min] NHS 2015
Koeniger’s “… Honeybees of the World …”
[49min] NHS 2014

** Free on-site parking.**
** Bring your own lunch and refreshments.**
** Attend any or all of screened lectures you choose **
** Chill out Room 5a for friends and chats, also available
entry seated area.**

All photos Reigate BeeNews copyright - unless otherwise stated
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Take a step up in
your beekeeping

Education.
Use the Winter months to reflect
on your own beekeeping and to
read more about beekeeping.
And make use of your very own

Reigate
Beekeepers’
Library
by visiting the
website’s Book Shelf and
browsing the list of over
168 different titles.
Make a Loan Request by simply
clicking on a book’s Borrow link
and arrange to collect.

Topical News
The Winter Cluster
Honey bees play it both ways during the Winter ● Around the core, there is a tightly packed
- they act both as ‘cold-blooded’ insects, and
layer of bees that maintain a temperature of
as a ‘warm-blooded’ super organism.
about 56°F (13°C), which is a critical
temperature, below which the cluster will
There are a number of reasons why this is
die.
advantageous. An individual bee reaches ‘chill
coma’ at about 44°F (6.7°C), and will die if ● At the very outside, or ‘mantle’ of the
cluster, individual bees do not allow their
held at the edge of freezing for a few days. So
body temperatures to drop below about 44°F
the cluster must generate and conserve
(6.7°C) which is just above their ‘chill coma’
enough heat to keep all members of the colony
temperature.
at least above that temperature for the
duration of the Winter.
● These bees may burrow deeper into the
cluster from time to time and very rapidly
This process requires only a small amount of
raise their body temperature, then return to
honey consumption - less than a pound a week
the mantle after several hours. And if a bee’s
even under severely cold winter conditions.
temperature falls below 45°F (7.2°C) it is no
longer able to flex its muscles to generate
The cluster must also maintain the ability to
heat.
warm up enough to move, to reach new areas
of the hive in order to access their food stores.
● The actual cluster size is dependent upon the
ambient temperature - it can expand or
contract to an amazing extent.
We know that bees shiver to produce heat, but
a recent article by Keith Delaplane in The
American Bee Journal, suggests that young
adult bees cannot shiver and have a low cold
tolerance.
Consequently
they
naturally
gravitate to the centre of the cluster, where it
is warmer. Older bees, however, are able to
generate heat by shivering their flight muscles,
so they move away from the centre, to form
the middle and outer layers of the cluster,
called the mantle.
As the ambient temperature drops, all the bees
cluster ever more tightly, and it is the mature
bees in the mantle that are responsible for
maintaining the correct temperature, not the
young bees at the centre.
The bees(and queen) in the heart of the cluster
are so well insulated by the outer mantle that
overheating then becomes a problem! The
young bees then move outwards, opening
channels in the mantle which allows warm air
This is how the winter cluster forms:
out to warm up the older bees and cool air in
● There is a fairly loose core of bees in the to lower the interior temperature.
centre that maintains a temperature of about As they age over the Winter, the young bees
80-95°F (26-35°C). In small clusters, the become more tolerant to cold, so the chillcore temperature may drop to 60-70°F (15- tolerance of whole cluster increases as the
20°C).
Winter progresses.
All photos Reigate BeeNews copyright - unless otherwise stated
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Photograph - Bournemouth BKA

There are two vital temperatures that control
a cluster; - 95°F (35°C) in the inner core, which
attracts the young bees, and 59°F (15°C) on
the outside layers, which is the minimum at
which flight muscles can be vibrated. The very
outside bees can withstand near freezing for a
few hours before they succumb to hypothermia
and fall off , their insulation value going with
them. Eventually the cluster may become too
small to produce enough heat to survive, which
is why a strong colony will usually winter better
than a small one.
The core of the cluster is an otherworldly
environment. The bees actually modify the
atmosphere in order to allow themselves to
enter into a ‘hypoxia-induced ultra-low
metabolic rate’. They restrict ventilation to let
the oxygen content drop from the normal 21%
down to only about 15%, and allow CO2 to
rise to 5-6% (up from 0.038% in normal air).
This atmosphere would be toxic to humans,
but allows the bees to go into a form of
suspended animation.

of the cluster atmosphere drops extremely
low. Insects can hold their breath, (for up to a
day at a time), in order to prevent water loss,
and probably bees in the cluster do the same.
When
animals
and
bees
metabolise
carbohydrates, such as sugar, they create
‘metabolic water’ as a by-product. If the bees
can conserve this metabolic water enough to
be in excess of that lost to respiration and any
body waste, then they can actually realize a
net gain of water.
So, how much water do bees get out of honey?
A pound of honey at 83% sugars, contains
0.17 lb of water, and creates 0.48 lb of
metabolic water, for a total of 0.65 lb of water
freed from each pound of honey consumed.
That means that a colony typically consuming
0.8 lb of honey a week, would produce about
a half a pound (1 cup) of water per week.

It may be a challenge for a large colony to live
on this amount of water so there is good
reason to provide an available source of water,
together with hive insulation, and good hive
Water loss in the winter cluster is very
ventilation to help overwinter your bees.
important. Insects lose water vapour with each
breath, just as mammals do, but they have no
source of drinkable water within the winter
based on an article by Susquehanna BKA
hive. In cold winter areas, the extremely low
with further information from the American Bee
Journal, thanks to Bournemouth BKA
moisture content of the air means that when
and Harrogate & Ripon BKA
the cluster creates heat, the relative humidity

Neonicotinoids Ban Upheld
A second application to use these pesticides to protect winter oilseed rape has recently
been refused by the government.
The pesticides were banned from use on flowering crops by the EU in 2013, after evidence suggested
that they are harmful to bees. Three compounds — imidacloprid, thiamethoxam and clothianidin, are
banned from use across the EU but temporary authorisations can be given for ‘emergency use’. A
temporary lifting of the ban was granted in 2015 after the National Farmers Union (NFU) argued that
neonicotinoids were required in some areas to control cabbage stem flea beetle.
However, in May this year, Ministers rejected an emergency application from the NFU and the
Agriculture and Horticulture Development Board (AHDB) to use neonicotinoid pesticides on up to a
third of all oilseed rape crops. Government scientific advisers suggested that the application, from the
NFU, should not be granted — the Expert Committee on Pesticides (ECP) ruled that the application
contained ‘insufficient information to ensure that use will be limited only to those areas where there
is a danger or threat to plant protection and [could not] offer adequate assurance that the use will be
controlled in an appropriate fashion’. Consequently, Farming Minister George Eustice rejected the plan
— this was the first time that the government had actively ruled against neonicotinoid use.
Following this, in early July, the NFU and the AHDB once again sought permission to use two
commercially available pesticides - Cruiser OSR (containing thiamethoxam and two fungicides) and
Modesto (containing clothianidin, and the pyrethroid insecticide beta-cyfluthrin). However, again, the
Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs (Defra) concluded that the request did not meet
the criteria for emergency use.
Not surprisingly, the move has been poorly received by farmers and the NFU, who have questioned
why the ban is in place when evidence of harm to pollinators is still being assimilated.

All photos Reigate BeeNews copyright - unless otherwise stated
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Neonics Article - courtesy of Essex BKA

Questions & Answers
Question - How Does Smoke Affect Bees ?
The fact that smoke calms bees has been
known since ancient times; however, the
scientific explanation was unknown until the
20th century and is still not fully understood.
There are a variety of explanations of the
effects of smoke on honey bees and its use by
beekeepers.
The simple explanation is that when a
beekeeper smokes the hive, the bees sense and
interpret the smoke as being indicative of a
forest fire. The bees think that they must
abandon their home and search for a new one
or perish in the fire. Their natural reaction to
this threat is to store up as much honey in their
bodies as they can, which will help them build
a new home somewhere else.

“By closely observing the behaviour of those
guards, I can determine exactly the amount of
smoke required. The guards are the only bees
that pay any attention to the beekeeper. They
are the bees that watch you and follow your
movements.
Any bee watching you is aware of your presence.
If I see eyes watching me from the interspaces
between the combs, I apply just enough smoke
to turn those bees around, so that they no
longer face me.
So long as no bees are facing me (and thus
aware of my presence), I can handle the frames
with out attention from the bees.”

A further impact of the smoke causing the bees
The smoke also works to calm the bees in two to consume as much honey as possible is that
ways: it hinders their sense of smell and as their abdomen distends, making it difficult to
previously mentioned triggers their survival make the necessary flexes to sting. Thus
reducing the threat to beekeepers during hive
response.
inspection.
When honey bees become alarmed (usually in
response to a perceived threat to the hive) they So in summary:emit the strong-smelling pheromones isopentyl
acetate and 2-heptanone. These compounds ● smoke calms bees
stimulate an alarm response in other bees, ● sensing a fire threat they gorge on honey
which in turn produce similar pheromones, so ● smoke also inhibits their ability to detect
alarm pheromones, by interfering with the
that soon all the bees are in a state of alarm,
response of their antennae
and ready to attack anything that appears to
●
during a hive inspection the beekeeper can
be an intruder.
use a lot less smoke if it is focused on the
Smoke acts by interfering with the bees' sense
guard bees.
of smell, so that they can no longer detect low
concentrations of the pheromones. The smoke
courtesy of a variety of sources, and stimulated
reduces the electroantennograph response of
by an article from Harrogate & Ripon BKA
the antennae. Strong floral odours can have a
similar effect, the effect is reversible, and the
responsiveness of bees' antennae gradually
returns within 10-20 minutes.
(Interestingly, smoke also has an effect on the
defensive behaviour of wasps and bumble bees,
even though they do not gorge on honey.)
Comments by an experienced US bee keeper
called Randy Oliver, suggests that if you are
aware of the types and behaviour of the bees
in your hive, smoke can be used very sparingly
during a hive inspection.
He only use smoke on the bees on the periphery
of the nest, especially at the entrance where
the guard bees congregate.
All photos Reigate BeeNews copyright - unless otherwise stated
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Guard Bees - the focus for the Smoker
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Horticultural News
Bee Friendly - The Lamiaceae Family
The Lamiaceae, or Dead-nettle family, may
not be of great economic importance to
agriculture and, at least in the UK, is not
a family which gives us honey crops. It does
however, contain many plants which are both
attractive and provide nectar and pollen over
a long season. This is important as we now
recognise the importance of honey bees having
a range of different pollens for a properly
balanced diet and to help their immune systems.

A Bunch of Herbs
The family contains many herb plants, including
sage, mint, thyme, rosemary, hyssop and
marjoram. A l s o there is lemon balm, which
goes by the attractive scientific name Melissa
officinalis (Melissa is Greek for honey bee).

It is attractive to bumblebees but the flower
tube is a little too long for honey bees. It is
said that rubbing the highly scented leaves
on a branch will encourage a swarm to settle
The Lamiaceae family can be confused with there and that a skep, rubbed inside with the
others, particularly the Verbenaceae, to which leaves, will be attractive to bees, but this may
it is closely related, but the features are a well be in the realm of beekeeping myths.
(usually) square stem and flowers which are Sage (Salvia officinalis)
too,
is
an
highly evolved with five sepals and five petals, excellent bumblebee plant but the petal
much modified. The sepals often appear to be tube is too long for the comparatively
only two as three are fused to form an upper short tongues of our honey bees.
sepal and two are fused to form a lower one.
They can be recognised as they are toothed Thyme, on the other hand, gives a beautiful
according to the number of parts making them honey but it is doubtful whether it
up. Similarly the petals are fused below into a is ever sufficiently abundant to produce
tube with sometimes an upper ‘hood’ made from a crop in this country, although in some
two petals and a lower, three-lobed structure, upland areas it grows wild in large quantities.
frequently incorporating two side ‘wings’ It is the source of the famous Hymettus
and a central lobe providing a good landing honey which comes from Mount Hymettus
near Athens and has a lovely spicy flavour.
stage.
Lavender
Special mention must be made of lavender
(Lavendula angustifolia). It is very attractive
to bees of various kinds and the nectar
is accessible to our honey bees.
Lavender plants grow best on light alkaline
soils with very good drainage
and
need full sun.
It flourishes in parts of southern Europe, where
good honey crops can be obtained from it, but
struggles in many UK gardens, which consist
of heavy, wet, slightly acidic soil.

Sage Flower
Sage Flower

The photograph of a common sage (Salvia
officinalis) flower illustrates the point. The
length of the petal tube determines which
bees can utilise the flowers, dependant
on the length of their tongues.
There
are usually four anthers and two stigmas.
Mostly the flowers contain male and female
parts (hermaphrodite) but sometimes
male-sterile flowers are
produced.
All photos Reigate BeeNews copyright - unless otherwise stated

There are lavender farms in the UK, notably
in Norfolk, but there are several in Shropshire,
including one belonging to a lady who is
a beekeeper. Unfortunately, where lavender
is grown as a crop, it is harvested when
the flowers are in their prime.
The wild variety called ‘self-heal’, which
often grows as a weed in lawns, has pretty
purple flowers and is very attractive to bees.
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Try to leave a patch of Lavender in your So get your gardening and cooking friends
involved with growing herbs and you will be
lawn, it is good for the bees.
doing bees a great service.
In addition there are ornamentals which are
also good. These include Nepeta spp., the
catmints, Phlomis, a very handsome tallish
plant usually with yellow flowers and downy
foliage, and Prunella, very low-growing plants
which come in red/purple/white and are
wonderful, trouble-free plants for the front of
the border.

Lavender Growing in Lawn

Gardeners’ Friends
Many of the herb plants mentioned are well
worth growing in the garden. Even a small
herb garden will always be full of bees, and
other insects, when any of the plants are
in flower. They are of course also good for
cookery - beneficial to bees and humans.

There are also the various varieties of
ornamental Salvias, which may be somewhat
tender, but are very popular garden plants.
Remember they may not all useable by
honey bees but many solitary bees and
bumblebees can still benefit.
courtesy of Celia Davis Warwickshire BKA

December and January Forage
Trees
● Sarcococca –(Christmas box, sweet box) S.
● Arbutus unedo and A. arachnoides
hookeriana (Himalayan sweet box), also S.
(strawberry tree) are flowering now
confusa, S. digyna and S.humilis
● Corylus avellana (hazel) the catkins could
● Skimmia japonica
start to bear pollen in January or even a
● Viburnum – V. bodnantense ‘Dawn’ and V.
mild December
Tinus
● Prunus subhirtella (higan or rosebud cherry)
Perennials
Shrubs and Climbers
● Hellebores, there are many other varieties
● Camellias – several varieties are flowering
that bloom during the winter months but
now. Could be C. sasanqua a white flower,
too many to list
or dark red C. ‘Yuletide’
● Petasites fragrans – (winter heliotrope) a
spreading perennial with fleshy rhizomes
which can be a bit of a thug but is good for
the bees
● Schizostylis – these are still flowering,
having survived recent frosts
● Vinca difformis (periwinkle) flowers all
winter, and other varieties are still in flower
Camilia ‘Yultide’

Camilia Sasanqua

Wild Flowers and Bulbs
● Some evening primroses are still flowering
● Gorse
● Primroses
● Hamamelis – (witch hazel) brevipetela, H.
Intermedia ‘Arnold Promise’, H. japonica, H. ● Snowdrops
mollis, H. pallida and H. sulphurea
courtesy of Ann Jones Farnham BKA
● Mahonia –japonica and japonica bealii, M.
Lindsayae, M. cantab, and M. lomarifolia
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